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Chapter 5 

Aspects of Society and Culture among Limbus 

under Study 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

The Social fabric of village life is deeply embedded with tradition, custom and social 

norms. It perpetuate from one individual to another through family, clan and kinship. 

It ascertains the role and status of different constituent part of the society. It 

channelizes their interpersonal relation. This relation between individual and groups 

form a network called the social structure and organization. 

The Limbus of Darjeeling Himalaya has a complex web of social structure and 

organization. It shows a very distinctive character.  It has traits of both the Kirati and 

local tradition. The socio-cultural aspect like family, clans, kinship and religion 

undermines the essence of Limbu society and culture. These parameters play an 

important role in associating Limbus into one philosophy.  

The socio-cultural life of Limbus revolves around the faith of Yumaism and teachings 

of Mundhum. The elderly and knowledgeable Limbus has maintained their cultural 

legacy and socio-religious affair. They restricts and refrained themselves from 

cultural diffusion. The impact of diffusion is clearly visible among the younger 

generation. This chapter helps us to understand about the society and culture of 

Limbus. 

5.2 Aspects of Material Culture 

5.2.1 House Types     

The house is known as Khim in Limbu language. Besides the dwelling houses, there 

are other huts such as granary, farm house, and sheds for cattle and domestic animals 
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found few yards from the main dwelling house. The household structure of Limbus 

can be broadly classified into two categories based on the availability of the local 

resources and the socio-economic standard of the family. The two types of household 

were common in the study areas namely  

1. Traditional Household 

2. Modern Household 

Traditional households were found in the inner core of the village.  The household 

structure is made up of local resources mainly bamboo, mud and thatched roofs. 

During the field survey few Limbu households were in traditional style. Most of the 

households‟ had cushioned their living with more sophisticated means of housing. 

The households are of three types:  

i. Pucca House: well furnished cemented house with proper sanitation. 

ii. Semi Pucca House: half cemented and tin roofed house. 

iii. Kutcha House: made up by hay materials with improper sanitation  

 

             

Traditional Limbu household is basically a two storeyed building. It has two or three 

rooms connected by a wooden staircase with a small balcony at the first floor. The 

thatched roofs are now been replaced by tin roofs, with earthen pot of flowers kept in 

the front yard of the house for decoration. This type of household is made up local 
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resources, therefore would not sustain for a long duration. The structure of household 

is in quite orthodox but rooms have no problem for aeration. The kitchen is separately 

built from the main house. The sanitation mainly, toilet and bathroom is also quite 

away from the main house.  

During the fieldwork in Dungra Khasmahal the fusion of traditional and modern 

household was found. The front yard of the houses were designed with lawn where a 

small pond was constructed with some ornamental and local variety of fishes. At the 

backyard of the house the cattle shed, poultry farm and granary was constructed. The 

toilet and bathroom were constructed at the edge of Jhoras (Small rivulet) so the 

dumped wastages would be washed away by the running water. Where there was no 

Jhoras, dumping pit was constructed for the decomposition.  

Traditional households had a separate hearth were both the gas oven and fire place 

was used for cooking purpose. Normally a small room with four or five wooden 

chairs makes up the living room for guest and visitors. Even the researcher, was made 

to sit and relax in the same type of room in Mrs. Sarita Subba‟s house at lower 

Dungra Khasmahal. The room was made up of wood with mud floor well mopped 

with cow dung which is an easy alternative means of pesticides and house purification 

among Limbus. The interior of the room was quite fashionable with wall pictures 

hanged. Curtains were hanged in window and door. Thus the traditional household 

structure of Limbus is not so much orthodox nor too much of modern but fusion of 

both art and designs. 

One of the peculiar things among the households of Teesta Valley Tea Garden and 

Dungra Khasmahal was the hosting of a Limbu flag in their houses. In Bungkulung, 

there was no sign of traditional house at all. Though the conditions of roads inside the 

village was not good but village is well accessible which allows the inhabitants to 

bring raw materials for constructing a house. A modern household is the sign of well 

being economically and socially. The modern household has concrete walls, cemented 

floor, glass window and gate before entering the compound. The house is well 

planned with interior and exterior designs. In Teesta Valley Tea garden and 

Bungkulung Limbus whose source of income is good has this type of household. 
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Most of the well concrete houses in the Dungra Khasmahal were predominantly found 

in the upper part of the village. Because the inner core of the village is cut off from 

main road. Due to which household materials incur huge cost. The double expenditure 

cost may be one of the reasons why Limbus of the village is not living in the modern 

sophisticated. 

                   Table 5.1 Showing the Different Types of House in Study Areas 

 

       S.No 

 

House Types 

Study Areas 

Teesta valley Dungra Bungkulun

g 

1 Kutcha 51 (34%) 36 (32.1%) 36 (33.6%) 

2 Semi Pucca 56 (37.7%) 43 (38.4%) 50 (46.7%) 

3 Pucca 43 (28.7%) 33 (29.5%) 21 (19.7%) 

4 Total 150 (100%) 112 (100%) 107 (100%) 

                                                               Field work (2013 – 2017) 

 

The following table shows the housing conditions of Limbus in the study areas 

mainly three types of houses are found on the basis of their structure. The majority of 

the Limbus has Semi pucca houses representing the fusion of traditional and modern 

aspects. (37.7 %) of Limbus in Teesta valley had this type of house followed by 

(38.4%) in Dungra and (46.7%) in Bungkulung.  Kutcha house belonged to group 

whose earning is meager (34 %) of Limbus in Teesta valley, (32. %) in Dungra and 

(33.6%) in Bungkulung has this type of housing condition. The Pucca house is well 

cemented, spacious rooms, and integrated with all sorts of facilities required to have 

for good means of living. Very few of the household are Pucca in nature in Teesta 

Valley (28.7 %) of these houses belonged to well off Limbu families with (29.5 %) in 

Dungra and (19.7%) in Bungkulung. 
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5.2.2 Dress and Ornaments 

Dress is one of the indicative factors to distinguish one ethnic group with others. 

Every particular community has their separate traditional outfits which they wore in 

festivals, ceremonies and in special occasion. Limbus has their own kind of dress and 

ornaments like most of the hill people. These costumes are simple but hold a certain 

charm. The very few elderly males are found wearing Dhaura Sural, coat, Nepali 

Topi with Khukuri in the study areas.  In the past they had won the war using 

Khukuri, so carrying Khukuri is their pride. The female wears cholo and sari.  

Younger generations are inclined towards the modern fashion and styles. Now-a-days, 

everyone is comfortable in modern attire. 

The Traditional attire of Limbu male consists of many items. They wear white Paga 

(Headwear) tied at the back with long strips. The Ningkheng (Muffler) is wrapped 

around the neck. The men wear Hanglang Kamtet a formal suit Paohao main dress 

covering the lower part. The belt Phaoee is tied in the waist. The Sandokpa is the 

upper part of the dress is covered by a Sungrehba (Coat). 

Limbu women wear ornaments made up of gold and silver. Earrings and nose stud 

were common among the Limbu womenfolk. The older women were found wearing 
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Dungri and married women wore neck piece of green beads known as Poote. Limbu 

females are very much interested in decorating themselves with different brass and 

ornaments. They wear heavy ornaments such as Sirbandi, Phuli, Mundri, Bulaki, 

Pauju, Har and Naugadi.  

5.2.3 Food and Drinks 

The food habits of Limbus in the study areas are based on the availability of the 

products and the economic standard of the family. The study areas are in relative 

isolation and quite inaccessible for which the choice of market for buying varieties of 

food products were not so desirable. Therefore, the Limbus of the study areas depends 

on the food crops grown in the field for their livelihood. So their main food sources 

comprised of cereals, grains, vegetables and fruits grown in the hilly climatic zones. 

They also collect the weekly Government ration from the fair price shop located in 

the village. The Limbus belonging to the higher level of income earning groups 

bought their essential food requirement from the town‟s market. Majority of the 

Limbus are non-vegetarian and their food habits consisted of eating staple food 

grains, pulses, vegetables and meat. The rice and meat is the staple food of Limbus in 

the study areas. Among them very few are purely vegetarian. Limbus eats all the 

edible varieties of meat and vegetables. They grow vegetables in the fields and also 

consume wild varieties of edible roots and shoots.  

The most popular non-vegetarian dishes are pork curry, fish, chicken, mutton and buff 

meat. Most of the Limbus does not eat beef meat but the younger generation is fond 

of dishes made up of pork and beef.  There is a food taboo among some clan of 

Limbus. The Khewa clan doesn‟t eat Chicken and Ninglekhu clan forbid themselves 

from eating beef and buff meat due to religious belief. It was believed that the food 

habit among Limbus has sharply changed after the conquest of Limbuwan by Gorkha 

ruler Prithvi Narayan Shah. The domination of Hindu ruler refrained Limbus of 

slaughtering Karangpit (Heifer1) as a religious offering to their God Pochchama. The 

                                                           
1 A young cow over one year old that has not produced a calf. 
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Hinduization among Limbus refrain them from eating beef and slaughtering cow, as it 

is sacred to Hindus (Tumyahang, 2012). 

 

Limbus of the study areas also enjoys the fermented and distilled type of beverages. 

The alcoholic beverages are commonly known as Thii prepared from rice, maize and 

millet. The popular alcoholic beverages among Limbus are Jaad and Rakshi which is 

also used in rituals and ceremonial functions. This Liquor is part and parcel of their 

lives. In recent time brewing of liquor has become a secret business in many 

households. It has become one of the ways of increasing their daily income. 

5.3 Aspects of Social Structure and Organization 

The social structure and organization involves the understanding of individual and 

group behavior in a specific social context (Chaudhury, 2004). The study of social 

organization and cultural dynamics is important to understand the interpersonal 

interaction of a community. British Social Anthropologist Radcliffe Brown used the 

term social structure.  He describes the regularities in kinship behavior, economic and 

religious organization. Levi Strauss through his kinship study drew attention to the 

existence of social life. According to him structure encompasses all kinship, relation.  

It includes three types of family relations: - consanguinity, affinity and descent.  

5.3.1 Clan and Kinship 

The Limbu society evolves through the relationship of clan and kinship. It is 

interwoven with the family ties and marriage. It descends patrilineally from one clan 

group to another. Therefore it is necessary to have a holistic understanding of these 

aspect in undermining the society and cultural life of Limbus. The Limbu society of 

the study areas is sub divided into 51 clan groups. In Kirat Vamsabali Seventeen 

thums reference is given to trace the location of Limbus in Eastern Himalayan region.  

These clan and kinship structure is well understood with the following assumptions. 
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                             Figure 5.1: Showing the Structure of Clan and Kinship  

5.3.1.1 Thum (Place) 

Before the Gorkha invasion the Limbus used to live in the place lying between 

Dudhkosi and Arun River, stretching up to the east of Darjeeling Himalaya known as 

Limbuwan. The Limbu were of a different clan groups belonging to ten different 

thums (Place) of their country. The names of different clans (Thar) are derived from 

these thums from which it is believed to descend (Northey & Morris, 1987). The 

names of the thums are as follows  

i. Panthar Thum 

ii. Fedap Thum 

iii. Phawakhola Thum 

iv. Yangrok Thum 

v. Tambarkhola Thum 

vi. Mewakhola Thum  

vii. Chathar Thum 

Heem / Parivar 

Bangsa (Lineage) 

 

Thar (Clan) 

 
  

Thum (Place)  

)(((Place) 
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viii. Aatrai Thum 

ix. Chaubis Thum  

x. Charkhola Thum 

5.3.1.2 The Clan (Thar) 

Thar is a wider level of structural integration in the kinship system. The Limbus Thar 

is synonymous to clan, but they too have taboo, which forbids them from marrying 

between the same clan. On the whole, the Thar is a descent group formed by 

members who believe they have common ancestors. Altogether more than hundred 

clan groups are present in Limbu society belonging to different Thums (Place). 

During the field survey more than 25 clans of Limbus were found in Teesta Valley 

Tea garden.  Angdembe Thar was the most dominant clan group. Angdembe clan 

traces their ancestral history and descent from Mewakhola Thum of Eastern Nepal. 

This clan group is living in a very close vicinity to each other. The households of 

different brothers in a family are separated from the parental house after marriage.In 

Dungra Khasmahal of Kalimpong 31 clan groups of Limbus were present among 

which Yongyahang had a unique clan history. For the last six generation this clan 

group is living in Dungra. The most eldest member of this clan Mr. K.B Limbu 

(Yongyahang) said, Dungra is their ancestral Land (Thum). In Bungkulung Thamden, 

Lauti and Phagu are the common clan groups. The children get the Clan (Thar) of 

their patrilineal so it is transmitted from generation to generation. Even the socio 

economic status cannot help the people to change their Thar. So mobilization of thar 

is not possible. If a non Limbu female is married to a Limbu man. She can get the 

Thar after the marriage. In such cases the newly married man arranges a feast by 

calling phedangba and elderly persons. Where phedangba officiates the ritual in 

which girl will be given a thar name of her husband. To get an acceptance she has to 

make a ceremonial brother sister relationship (Mit Daju) with a Limbu man of another 

clan. Though the relation is non consanguine but it is very important. This whole 

process is called “Jaat ma halnu” accepting her in their kins and family. But if a girl 

is Limbu as per rule she has to leave her all rights of the natal home.  
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Table 5.2 Showing the Distribution of Limbu Clans of the Study Areas with 

respect to their Thums 

S.No Clan Name Thum No. of Households 

1 Angdembe Panthar 41 

2 Angthupo Panthar 6 

3 Chambeng Khamba Panthar 1 

4 Chongbang Mewakhola   

5 Charkole Charkhola   

6 Chilikcham Panthar   

7 Chemjong Panthar 5 

8 Edingo Yangrok 6 

9 Fakh Mewakhola   

10 Fedabay Fedap   

11 Ingnamphe Panthar   

12 Keroong Panthar 6 

13 Kokling Mewakhola 1 

14 Kungdongpa Mewakhola   

15 Khewa Chathar   

16 Khopung Chathar 7 

17 Khambang Yangrok   

18 Khudung Panthar   

19 Kurungbang Fedap 14 

20 Lauti Panthar   

21 Lingkhim Mewakhola   

22 Loharung Mewakhola   

23 Libang Mewakhola   

24 Loktam Mewakhola 10 

25 Lingden Yangrok 3 

26 Mebok Panthar   

27 Mangyung Panthar 1  
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28 Mabo Tamabarkhola 1 

29 Makhim Panthar 3 

30 Miyangbo Phawakhola 3 

31 Nungo Tambarkhola 2 

32 Nembang Panthar 10 

33 Phagu, Fagu Mewakhola 19 

34 Photro Panthar 2 

35 Panthar Panthar 2 

36 Sereang Mewakhola 21 

37 Senehang Yangrok   

38 Sauden Tambarkhola   

39 Saba Yuksom 2 

40 Songpangbe Dungra 14 

41 Samba Mewakhola 2 

42 Tumsawa Chathar 13 

43 Thegim Panthar 32 

 44 Tumrok Fedap 14 

45 Thamden Charkhola 20 

46 Thebe Maiwakhola 15 

47 Tumbapo Fedap 3 

48 Yakten Yangrok 5 

49 Yongyang Yangrok 23 

50 Yokwa Panthar 2 

51 Younwango Panthar          1 

 Total         369 

                                                  Source: Field work (2013 – 2017) 

 

The above mentioned Table 5.1 shows the distribution of the different clan group of 

the Limbus in the Study Areas. In the Kinship structure Thums and Clans play a 

pivotal role to trace the family genealogy. Some of the families still have their 
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relatives living in thums of Eastern Nepal from where they can trace their ancestral 

connection. 

During the field work, one of the respondents of Dungra Khasmahal said he visited 

his great grandfather‟s Thum. His grandfather had a family lineage in Eastern Nepal.  

His main intention was to know about his far relatives and family. Therefore, in 

curiosity he went there but was not able to locate them. But he brought the soil of that 

place to restore his ancestor‟s memories and legacy. He has told his children about the 

importance of the soil which was brought. He wants it to be used in the burial ground 

after his death.  

5.3.1.3 Bangsa (Lineage) 

Bangsa is a lineage among Limbus. They practice the patrilineally rule of descent. 

The name of the Bangsa is known by the surviving elderly male of the family. The 

name of the deceased ancestor is used when the families are spatially located in 

several villages. The relation among the members of the Bangsa is formal than those 

living in a family. But they equally participate in social, religious and affairs of their 

Bangsa showing the solidarity and unity. The members belonging to the same Bangsa 

observe the pollution, restrictions and purification rites in regard of birth, death and 

marriage. The strength of their kinship is especially evident in the joint participation 

of its members in social, ceremonial activities of its family members. 

5.3.1.4 Heem (Localized Lineage) 

Heem is a localized lineage, among the Limbus. The joint and extended family are 

divided into separate households after marriage. The separated household is located 

near the main residence of the father. Therefore it is patrilocal, and the separated 

households also continue to maintain close cooperation with the main house to fulfill 

mutual obligations.  
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5.3.1.5 Parivar (Family) 

Parivar is the small unit of kinship structure of the Limbu community. The members 

belonging to the same family shares the common food and shelter. The husband or the 

son are always included in the Parivar even if they are absent from the main house. 

They perform their responsibilities by helping their family. They take an active part in 

the family welfare. The details of family structure and organization are mentioned in 

the following sections. 

 

5.3.1.6 Kinship Terminology 

Kinship terminology denotes to the word that explains and describes familial 

relationship. In Limbu society, there is no distinction in the usage of kinship terms 

between the patrilineal and matrilineal ties. The same term is used for the both sides. 

It consists of both classificatory and descriptive terms. The word “Phu” is a 

classificatory kinship term which means elder brother, wife elder brother, wife‟s elder 

sister‟s husband and husband elder sister‟s husband. The descriptive kinship 

terminology shows only one type of relationship between the two people, for 

example, “Yemba” which only denotes for husband (Thapa, 2017).  

 

                             

Plate 5.3: Showing the informants explaining the researcher about the 

terminologies 
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                                 Table 5.3 Showing the Kinship Terminology 

S.No Limbu Term English Term 

1 Aboo Father 

2 Amoo Mother 

3 Phu Elder brother 

4              Nene Elder sister 

5 Nusa Younger brother 

6 Nusama Younger sister 

7 Theba Grandfather 

8 Yuma Grandmother 

9 Mencha Grandson 

10 Mencha Granddaughter 

11 Tumba Father‟s elder brother 

12 Phona Father‟s younger brother 

13 Tumma Mother‟s elder sister 

14 Suma Mother‟s younger sister 

15 Nya Father‟s sister 

16 Nwa Mother‟s brother 

17 Kumba Brother-in-law 

18 Annee Sister-in-law 

19 Pangmey Son-in-law 

20 Sohmeet Daughter-in-law 

21 Ingyadray Father‟s youngest sister‟s husband 

22 Kuwah Mother‟s elder and younger brother 

23 Phudray Elder brother wife 

24 Panglee Elder sister husband 

25 Numa Mother-in-law 

26 Nupa Father-in-law 

27 Nakma Brother‟s daughter 

28 Nakpa Brother‟s son 

29 Suyuma Great Grandmother 

30 Sutheba Great Grand father 

                                              Source: Field Survey (2013 – 2017) 
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5.3.2 Family Organization 

The family is one of the important entity of the social structure and organization of a 

community. Family is a social group characterized by common residence, economic 

and ideological cooperation and reproduction (Mallick, 2009). Family is the basic and 

universal institution. It fulfills various needs of the member of the society. In addition, 

it performs several functions including continuity, integration and change in the 

society. 

 In the Limbu society father is the head of the family and household. In the absence of 

the father the eldest son is treated as the head of the family.  In some of the 

households the widow mother is treated as the head. There is a cordial relationship 

among the family members with mutual level of understanding. The senior most 

family member is given special privileges and respect from the younger members. An 

elder member acts as the disciplinarian and teaches the moral values to family 

members. Children are affectionately raised by their parents. They build up their 

conscience with moral values. 

 5.3.2.1 Family Types  

The three types of family structure were found by the researcher in the study areas 

namely Nuclear family, Joint family and Single/Broken family. 

i. Nuclear family  

The nuclear family is also one of the smaller units of the society. Sometimes only a 

husband and wife form a nuclear family. This type of family is formed due to various 

reasons: 

 Separation of spouses from natal house after marriage. 

 Separation of spouses from natal house after mutual consultation with parents. 

 After the death of parents their married son formed his family. 
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ii. Joint Family 

There are several types of role relations responsible for the formation of the joint 

family in the society (Mallick, 2009). 

 Couple with their married son/sons. 

 Father/Mother with their married son/sons. 

 After the death of parents the married son/sons with his brother/sister. 

 Grandparents and grand children. 

 Married brother/brothers and his/their brothers‟ wives. 

 Father‟s siblings. 

 Parental cousins. 

  The couple living with their married daughter and her husband and children. 

 The mother/father living with their married daughter and her husband and children. 

 The couple living with their widow sister. 

 The couple living with their sister children. 

iii. Single / Broken Family 

The single or broken family comprise of one individual person whose parents have 

died. In the study areas it was found single family person to be unmarried and in some 

case he/she is physically disabled. 

                      Table 5.4 Showing the Distribution of Family Types  

       

 

S

.

N

o 

1 

2 

3 

4 

 

Types 

Teesta Valley Tea 

Garden 

Dungra Khasmahal Bungkulung 

HHs Percent HHs Percent HHs Percent 

Single 2 1.4 % 6 5.4% 3 2.8% 

Nuclear 95 63.3% 64 57.1% 74 69.2% 

Joint 53 35.3% 42 37.5% 30 28% 

Total 150 100% 112 100% 107 100% 

                        Source: Field work (2013 – 2017)         HHs = Households‟          
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The given table shows the distribution of different types of family in the study areas. 

The households belonging to the single family unit is hardly found in the study areas. 

Nearly (1.4%) in Teesta valley, (2.8%) in Bungkulung and (5.4%) in Dungra 

Khasmahal of the households have single family. The mutual understanding factor 

plays a very important role in the formation of new family i.e. nuclear family. This is 

exclusively adopted from the modern advanced societies. The relation among the 

members of the nuclear family is informal in nature. It has only two types of relation 

based on the linkages between parents-children and husband – wife (ibid). 

In the study areas the rate of nuclear family is highest in Teesta Valley with (63.3 %) 

and (57.1%) in Dungra Khasmahal. In Bungkulung the nuclear family constituted 

(69.2%). The main reason for the formation of nuclear family was love marriages 

because the young couple liked to settle separately and this is also supported by their 

parents. As a result more or more nuclear families started to grow in the Limbu 

society.  
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                            Figure: 5.2 Showing the Family Types of Study Areas 

The Limbu joint family enjoys a healthy and cordial relationship with each other. In 

Teesta valley (35.3%) of the households have joint family, (37.5%) in the Dungra 

Khasmahal and (28%) in the Bungkulung. Father is the head of the joint family and 

takes all the important decisions. Generally, the eldest son takes over the charges of 

family in his absence. Mother also shares a joyful relation with her son in a joint 

family. Though sometimes mother often engage in arguments with daughter-in-law‟s 

which ultimately leads to segregation of the family. The relation between the younger 

brother wife and her husband‟s elder brother is of extreme formality and avoidance. 

She shares a good rapport with husband‟s younger brother.  

5.3.2.2 Family Size 

In the study areas the family size varies from single family to family member of more 

than 10 persons. The size of the family has direct impact on the very socio-economic 

condition of the Limbus. The large and small size of family has both the merit and 

demerits. In the tea garden area large size of the family means a cumbersome and 

loads of responsibility because of the meager income and lack of alternative 

opportunities. In the agricultural villages of Dungra and Bungkulung large size of the 

family often compensates the dearth of labour paucity. The family members actively 

take participation in the production process. It is known that people in the rural areas 

consider more children as a blessing. A woman can establish herself with her husband 
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and in-laws until she has own children, especially, males. Therefore, in the existing 

socio-cultural set-up, children play a vital role in avoiding fraction between husband 

and wife, and other member of the family. 

Table 5.5 Showing the Distribution of Limbu Households (HHs) of the Study 

Areas according to size of the family 

 

 

S.No 

 

 

Types 

 

 

Members 

Teesta Valley Tea 

Garden 

Dungra Khasmahal Bungkulung 

HHs Percent HHs Percent HHs Percent 

1 Very small 1 2 1.3% 6 5.3% 1 0.9% 

2 Small  2 - 3 28 18.7% 33 29.5% 41 38.3% 

3 Medium 4 - 6 76 50.7% 59 52.7% 56 52.4% 

4 Big 7 - 9 42 28% 10 8.9% 9 8.4% 

5 Very Big above 10 2 1.3% 4 3.6% 0 0 

6 Total   150 100% 112 100% 107 100% 

                                           Source: Field work (2013 – 2016)                   

From the above mentioned table 5.3, the size of the family varies from one person to 

more than ten people depending on the structure and economic conditions. Very small 

family size is in negligible percent with (1.3%) in Teesta valley, (5.3%) in Dungra 

Khasmahal and (0.9 %) in Bungkulung. The main reason of the very small size of the 

family is mainly due to death of the parents and spouses. In some of the household the 

spouse had died without bearing a child. Some of them had crossed the marrying age 

for which they are living alone.  

The Small family comprises of husband, wife and children. But sometimes the 

widow/widower along with their children forms this type of family. In Teesta valley 

(18.7%), (38.5%) in Bungkulung and (29.5%) households in Dungra Khasmahal have 

small size family.  
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                 Figure 5.3: Showing the Family Size of the Study Areas 

The medium size family comprises of 4 – 6 members forming both the joint and 

nuclear type of family. The big size is basically a joint family where 7 – 9 people live 

together. In Teesta valley (28%) of the households has big family size. In Dungra and 

Bungkulung, the big size family households comprises of (8.9%) and (8.4%) 

respectively.  

The very big family is extended joint families of more than 10 members living 

together. In Teesta valley (1.3%) and Dungra Khasmahal (3.6%) have this type of 

family. In Bungkulung big size family do not exist. 

5.3.3 Marriage: Types and Forms 

Marriage is regarded as the union of two people who binds into a relationship 

bestowed by blessings from elder.  Marriage is a social acceptance by family, friends 

and society declaring two people as husband and wife. It is one of the important 

stages of human life from different aspects. The marriage ritual, custom and tradition 

among different ethnic groups differ from one another depending on the situation, 

social and religious prejudices. The Limbu term for marriage is Meikhim and the 
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foremost thing in the marital custom of the Limbus is the examination or the 

determination of the exogamic unit in order to prevent any sort of incest (Pradhan, 

2014). Limbu enjoy relative freedom in the choice of the marital partner as opposed 

to the surrounding Hindu people and the Lepchas of Sikkim (Barnouw, 1955). In 

Limbu society woman always has an upper hand for choosing her life partner. Three 

types of marriages are quite common in the study areas the marriage by elopement 

(Chori Biha), arranged marriages (Mangni Biha) and extra marital affair marriage 

(Jari Biha). Elopement marriage is quite common among the Limbus.  

The arranged marriages has some peculiar tradition and practices where both the 

marital parties are socially obligated to one another. The practice of Jari marriage i.e. 

taking someone else wife by seducing her, although is not common in the study areas 

but few cases were there. In which the victims of seduction are normally those young 

ladies whose husbands are away from their home for a longer period. The seducer 

after developing illicit relations with her takes her as his wife. Afterwards on the 

return of her husband the matter is taken to the village panchayat where the elderly 

Limbus decide the amount of compensation (Jarikal) that the seducer has to pay to 

the husband of the lady (Sharma, 2000). 

Table 5.6 Distribution of the Limbu Population in the Study Areas According to 

Forms of Marriage 

S.No Forms Teesta Valley Tea 

Garden 

Dungra Khasmahal Bungkulung 

1 Monogamy 402 (99.3%) 230(97.9%) 210(98.6%) 

2 Polygamy 3 (0.7%) 5 (2.1%) 3 (1.4%) 

 Total 405(100%) 235(100%) 213(100%) 

                                            Source: (Field work 2013 – 2017)  

Monogamy marriage is mostly popular rather than polygamy. It is seen a Limbu man 

remarrying to another woman in presence and in death of first wife. Though a woman 

can marry with another man in presence of her husband but polyandry is not found in 

the Limbu society. Polygamy is not so much permissible within the Limbu society.  
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                                  Figure 5.4:  Showing the Forms of Marriage 

The main reason for Polygamy found in the study areas are quite common 

everywhere. It is bound by both the social and religious factors. The infertility among 

women is the main cause of husband remarriage, for the sake of family lineage. The 

extra marital affair among married man is another reason of such marriage.    

Table 5.7 Distribution of the Limbu Population in the Study Areas According To 

Types of Marriage 

 

No. 

 

Study Areas 

Forms of Marriage 

Arranged(Mangni ) Elopement(Chori) Jari Total 

1 Teesta Valley 

Tea Garden 

158(39%) 245(60.5%) 2(0.5%) 405 

(100%) 

2 Dungra 

Khasmahal 

80(34.1%) 150(63.8%) 5(2.1%) 235(100%) 

3 Bungkulung 70(32.9%) 140(65.7%) 3(1.4%) 213(100%) 

                                            Source: (Field work 2013 – 2017) 

The given table 5.4 shows the types of marriages found among the Limbus of the 

Darjeeling Himalaya under study areas. Marriage by elopement is commonly known 

as Chori biha, Arranged marriage is Mangni biha and Marriage by stealing away 
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someone else wife is called Jari biha. Jari Biha is very rare but Chori biha is the one 

of the most popular form of marriage among the hill communities.        

                   

                                 Figure 5.5: Showing the Types of Marriage  

In the study areas 39 % of Limbus in Teesta valley, 34.1% in Dungra Khasmahal and 

32.9% in Bungkulung had arranged marriage where the consent of the family, 

relatives was taken into consideration. In this type of marriage both the marital parties 

have to perform religious as well as social obligated formalities. The rate of 

elopement marriage is quite high with 60.5 % in Teesta valley, 63.8%% in Dungra 

Khasmahal and 65.7% in Bungkulung.   

During elopement decision is taken by the couples themselves to get married. 

Normally boy takes away the girl without her parents knowing about it and only after 

three days of elopement sends the message to the family regarding her where about. 

The message is send along with social obligated rituals, where gifts are taken for 

girl‟s family along with the messenger who convey the message regarding the boy‟s 

family status. If the girl parents accept the gifts then it means they have given their 

consent if not then girl is not allowed to come in her natal family house throughout 

her life. Her family breaks all relation with her if the boy does not fulfill the parent‟s 
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desirable qualities. Jari Biha is very rare only 0.5 % of the Limbu population in 

Teesta valley, 2.1% in Dungra Khasmahal and 1.4% in Bungkulung had this type of 

marriage. 

5.3.3.1 Case Studies 

The following are the case studies regarding the marriages among the Limbus of the 

study areas. 

Case Study 1 

Intra Communal Marriage of a Married Woman (Jari Biha) 

This case study is of Mrs. Sukmaya Limbu who is married to Mr. K.B Limbu of 

Dungra Khasmahal, Kalimpong for the last 25 years. This case study shows the status 

of a woman who had married twice by her own choice. It is seen in Limbu society 

that every individual has a fair enough choice to choose her mate with whom he/she 

want to spend his/her life throughout. Mrs. Sukmaya Limbu is bit elderly as compared 

to her second husband. Before her second marriage she was married to a Limbu man 

(whose name she reluctant to say, because she don‟t want to disclose her personal 

life). But even then due to my curiosity and approach she agreed to narrate down the 

story to me.  It was her decision to elope. She said she was married at quite young age 

to a man belonging to same village, from which she had two children.  Now the 

question arise how Mr. K.B Limbu met her. She chuckles and smiles recollecting the 

past memories how they were married to each other. In every society remarriages 

takes place with both social obligation and personal choice or dissatisfaction with the 

spouse either biologically or psychological needs.  

Mr. K.B Limbu was a bachelor at that time when he made his plan to visit Bhutan for 

work purpose. It was love at first sight for both of them because her earlier marriage 

was not of her choice but was by a negotiation. Within a short passage of time both of 

them had developed friendly and cordial relationship hidden from her husband and in-

law‟s. At the peak juncture of their love affairs she had to make her choice to select in 
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between these two men. Listening to her heart she decided to elope with Mr. K.B 

Limbu leaving her entire family in Bhutan. Mr. K.B Limbu brought her in his 

residence and with proper rituals married her taking the consent of the family and 

elderly Limbus (Tumyahang). As for now they are living a happy life in Dungra. They 

have one son who is also married with one kid. Both Mr. and Mrs. K.B Limbu are 

sustaining local village livelihood in Dungra. She believed after her elopement she 

had lost all her rights in the previous husband and natal place. It has been more than 

two decade she has not gone back to her village neither heard anything from them too. 

Case Study 2 

Inter Communal Marriage of a Married Man (Arranged or Mangni marriage) 

This case study is very unique in nature because it is a Jari Biha at first and again the 

remarriage of the same person through arranged marriage. The case story of marriage 

is from Bungkulung, a Limbu village in a Kurseong subdivision.  

Mr. Prem Bahadur Limbu is sixty years old man, an ex army man from Bungkulung. 

He is survived by his wife and children. He had married twice in his life. The incident 

which respondent narrated to me took place somewhat 40 years ago during 1976. In 

1976, Prem Bahadur Limbu, a young army lad fell in love with a woman from 

Soureni busty Mirik and married by eloping. Unaware of the fact, that the woman was 

already a married one he brought her to his residence. Everyone were excited after 

three days of elopement as a customary ritual his family send a handful of elderly 

Limbus to woman native place for the assurance of woman safety and dignity. But the 

family refused to accept the truth as she was already married. Because she had not 

told about her past to Prem it was a Jari Biha and according to ritual and custom 

Prem had to pay a fine to her previous husband in cash or kind as Jarikal2. He paid 

Rupees sixty one as Jarikal in front of village panchayat and took the responsibility of 

a woman. His family organized a marriage feast where villagers were invited to 

                                                           
2
   Jarikal is the stipulated amount of money decided by the pancha to be paid by man to his wife previous 

husband. 
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rejoice and merry for a new wed couple. After one year of their marriage they became 

parent to a baby boy Kailash. Being an army man, almost all the year he stayed 

outside the state and hardly came once in a year. In due course of time his wife started 

to have an extra marital affair with a man from Marma tea garden. His wife left his 

child and eloped with her lover. When he came to village to settle the matter his 

wife‟s new husband send some of the people to deposit Jarikal. He denied taking 

Jarikal and called all the elderly Limbus of the village for a meeting to take initiative 

steps. He then decided to cut off all his relation with his wife and mutually separate 

with her. On behalf of family obligations and child responsibility he once again re- 

married a woman by arranged marriage. He married a Lepcha woman, Sombulu of 

Mirik busty in 1978. As for now both of them are living a happy and content life.  

Case Study 3 

Marriage within Intra Community but with Tabooed Clan (Thar) 

Marriage is a soulful union of two people bestowed with duties, responsibility and a 

legacy to continue a lineage. But sometime marriage becomes a curse or sin if it 

breaks the rule, custom and rituals.  

This is the case study of such marriage which is taboo in Limbu community. Cross 

cousin marriage and marriage within a same clan is highly restricted. During the 

survey in Teesta valley such case study was found. This story is narrated by a person 

of village in a fieldwork of Limbu goan in Teesta Valley. This person was the relative 

of Aakash Limbu (name changed) from affinal side who by mistakenly married a girl 

belonging to same clan of another village. Aakash Limbu met this girl in Darjeeling 

because both of them were studying. Without knowing about the clan reality their 

love crossed all limits. The premarital sex is quite common among the teenagers 

which created a whole stir in the life of Aakash. The girl became pregnant and was 

too late to take any steps. Thus left out with no option he married the girl. When the 

Aakash‟s family came to know about the truth of clan, they were shocked. They soon 

called the pancha and elderly Limbus of the village to decide on the fate.  In village 

society a person is always abide to obey the village rules. The Pancha decided that 
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both the families should boycott their relation and married couple had to leave the 

village for lifetime. This was the most needed lesson and action by Pancha to ensure 

the very sustainability of village rules and society. It has been more than three years 

Aakash has not come to his village. His mother sometimes informally meets him 

without the consent of his father. He is working somewhere in Kalimpong. Hardly 

anyone talks about him in the village. 

5.3.3.2 Marriage Payment and Distance   

Traditionally the Limbu practice bride price system in their marriage. It is customary 

for them. Earlier the amount of the bride price was high in case of the arrange 

marriage. Therefore, most of them opted for the love marriage through elopement in 

which groom has to pay the nominal amount of money to bride‟s parent.  

There are two system of bride price based on Rupauli and Sunnauli among the 

Limbus of Eastern Himalaya. Rupauli and Sunnauli comprise amount of demand 

money and gold items fixed by the parents of bride from the groom side. Though 

bride price is the general practice among the Limbus but recently dowry has emerged 

as a new adaptive way imbibed from their neighbours. The groom parents never ask 

for anything but even then bride‟s parents offer the luxury goods to their daughter. 

Limbu realize that their forefathers did not follow such a custom, but for some it is a 

harmless practice as they consider it good for their future. So indirectly dowry is also 

creeping into Limbu marriage system.  

The marriage distance is within the village and other adjoining areas of Darjeeling 

district. During the field survey it was found most of the aged couples were married 

within their own village surrounding and adjoining village either through elopement 

or arranged marriage. It was observed that when the Limbu girl is married to other 

places her brothers visit her during festivals and family ceremonies.  

This short trip sometimes became the meeting avenue for the search of good bride. 

The married sisters also helped them for selecting the perfect bride. Among the 

younger generation who marries quite early at the age of twenty or twenty five the 

social media plays an active role in finding their partner.  
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 Table 5.8 Showing the Marriage Distance of the Limbus in the Study Areas 

 

S.No 

 

Distance 

Study Areas 

Teesta Valley Tea 

Garden 

Dungra 

Khasmahal 

Bungkulung 

1 Marriage within same village 100 (24.7%) 50 (21.3%) 19 (9%) 

2 Marriage within neighboring 

Village and outside 

275 (68%) 175 (74.5%) 190 (89.2%) 

3 Marriage within other state 20 (4.9%) 6 (2.5%) 2 (0.9%) 

4 Marriage within outside the 

country  

10 (2.4%) 4 (1.7%) 2 (0.9%) 

 Total 405 (100%) 235 (100%) 213 (100%) 

 Source Field Survey (2013 -2017)  

The above mentioned table 5.6 shows the marriage distance of the Limbus in the 

study areas. The choice of marrying within the neighbouring village and different 

places of Darjeeling is the common practice among the Limbus. In Teesta valley 

(68%), Dungra Khasmahal (74.5%) and Bungkulung (89.2%) of Limbus had married 

a woman from in and around places of Darjeeling. The nearby adjoining village is the 

first preferences because of the easy communication and same social status.  Marriage 

within the village is occurred because of good relation and family. A chunk of Limbu 

population has found their bride from the state of Sikkim and Assam. In Dungra three 

households had married a Limbu woman of Tinsukhia place of Assam. The marriage 

outside country is very rare of which Eastern Nepal and Bhutan is quite popular. In 

Dungra Khasmahal one of the respondents had married to a Limbu woman of Bhutan.  

5.3.3.3 Remarriage and Divorce 

The remarriage tradition among Limbus is not so much acceptable and common 

unlike every other community. They believe the very first marriage is the foundation 

towards the permanent union of two souls. In very few cases it is seen that male 

remarrying because of family and social obligations and due to extra marital affairs. 

The family obligation is related with the barrenness of female, separation and early 

death of wife. In Limbu society not only male are allow to remarry but widows too 
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are allowed. Widow Remarriage is a socially acknowledged form of marriage among 

many tribal communities of Himalayan regions with local variations ( (Sharma, 

2000). Among the Limbus in this type of marriage, consent of the elder brother‟s 

widow is a must, but at the same time if a widow sister in-law is present, bachelor 

brother‟s consent is also taken. Thus the remarriage is possible but the consent is 

more socially obligated towards the widow.  

Divorce among the Limbu community is rare in the study areas. The husband can 

demand the divorce if his wife is proved to be an unfaithful and do not obey him and 

the family members always tends to live in her father's house. The wife can claim 

divorce, if husband‟s behavior is not good if a problem arises from the in-laws and on 

the ground of domestic violence. Fertility is another ground for divorce. A divorce 

from the husband‟s side is called, Khemjong and a divorce from Wife‟s side is called, 

Najong.  Traditionally in olden days, in case if husband seeks divorce from his wife 

by his own will and if he has not paid the price of his wife in full, he will not have any 

custody to take his children. But if the man has paid the full amount of bride price and 

yet divorces her, then he will have no claim for the refund of his bride price from his 

father-in-law. He can take away his children with him. The children born from 

divorced wife will be called Khosa. The maternal uncle will be their guardian and 

they will be under his disposal. It is called the rule of, Kwajani. But if the man does 

not want his wife and yet wants his children, then he can do so by legalizing the 

children under the rule of Samyok Lung Thim of the Ten Limbus. The divorced wife 

will be treated as an unmarried girl and will be allowed to marry again.  

 

5.3.4 Interpersonal Relationship 

The structure of interpersonal relationship needs a special focus in discussing the 

kinship organization of a Limbu community. There has been a slight change in the 

interpersonal relationship these days. Though the society changes from time to time 

but the basic values of Interpersonal relationship remains the same. The relationship 

structure is based on the hierarchical order allowing seniority first. The senior 

members of the family is given due respect from the younger generation. The status 
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of the women in the Limbu society is high and respectful except in few rituals. The 

Limbu women are subordinate to men. The scenario will be clear from the following 

discussion on their interpersonal relationship. 

i. Husband and Wife Relationship    

The husband and wife relationship in the Limbu society is based on stability, honesty 

and cooperation between each other. This ideal relationship is characterized by love, 

care and intimacy. Being a patriarchal society, the husband is the head of the family 

and gives his authority both in domestic and extra domestic spheres. Though the wife 

enjoys the subordinate position but plays an active role in the management of the 

family and household activity. During the fieldwork in Teesta valley Tea garden 

wives were the bread earners in the family. Some of them also take part in important 

decision making of the family. There is a clear division of labour between husband 

and wife. The husband looks after the economic activities and wife is in charge of 

domestic chores. In the older generation the wife did not address her husband by 

name. The field work observation reveals that the younger married couple calls by 

name to each other. 

ii. Father and Son Relationship 

In patrilineally society the father and son relationship is of paramount importance 

(Chaudhury, 2004).  The father is the owner of the property, house and other values. 

Before or after the death of the father the property is equally divided among the sons. 

The birth of male child is celebrated because he is an economic asset who looks after 

his family. During his old age, the father is usually dependent on his sons. Sons are 

also expected to carry on their family legacy. Ritually, a son has many obligations to 

perform particularly after his father‟s death. The eldest son performs all the relevant 

rituals.  

iii. Relationship between Brothers 

The relationship between the Limbu brothers is hierarchical in nature. The elder 

brother has authority and younger ones obey him. In absence of their father, it is the 

duty and responsibility of the elder brother to look after them. In case of any peer 

group confrontation of the younger ones, the elder brother handles the situation. Elder 
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brother controls his younger brother either through force both physical and verbally. 

The younger brother co-operates with him economically and manually. 

iv. Mother and Son Relationship 

The son is very closely associated with his mother emotionally and lovingly. The son 

obeys the decision of parents but always shares his problem with his mother. During 

the marriage of a son, the mother has an important role to play. The son usually shares 

his view about a girl to his mother. It is the mother who informs the family and makes 

arrangements for the further proceedings. But after marriage in some cases the son- 

mother relationship has to go through a tough situation, heated argument between the 

mother and daughter-in-law. This situation leads a son into dilemma which is also one 

of the reasons behind the separation from the family. 

v. Father and Daughter Relationship 

In Limbu society daughter is very close to her father. The father being the head of the 

family equally shared his property among his children. The daughter also inherits the 

father property. There is no financial problem in the daughter‟s marriage because of 

bride price. During my field survey respondents were happy to have a girl child 

because according to them daughter always look after the parents with utmost care 

and love even after marriage. The girl child is given educational facility and 

sophistication by her father in Limbu society. 

 

vi. Mother and Daughter Relationship 

The mother and daughter bond is the strongest. The daughter helps her mother in 

domestic chores and also takes care of her siblings. The mother teaches her all the 

moral values, customs and rituals so that she could prove herself in in-law‟s house. 

Daughter also shares her feeling, emotion with her mother. 

vii. Brother and Sister Relationship 

It is marked with goodwill and affection towards each other. The sister respects her 

elder brother. The elder sister also takes good care of her elder brother. During 

marriage ceremony brother plays an active role by officiating some of the rituals. 

Brother provides care and protection to her sister. 
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viii. Sister and Sister Relationship  

Sisters are friendly with each other if they are of same age group, they become very 

good friends. They maintain their contact after marriage and help each other in times 

of need. In some family it is seen brothers marrying sisters.  

ix. Grandparents and Grandchildren Relationship 

With the birth of new child, grandparents get excited and become happy. The 

grandchildren spend most of their time with grandfathers.  Grandparents told them 

story, play with them and look after them.     

x. Affinal Relationship 

The Affinal relationship is between the brothers and sister in-law, parents-in- laws, 

daughter and son-in-law. There is a casual relationship between the brother wife and 

his younger brother but with the husband elder brother she has to be formal and give 

due respect. The father-in-law and daughter-in-law are marked with love and respect. 

Father treats his daughter-in-law as his own daughter. In the absence of the mother-in-

law she takes care of him in his old age.  

xi. Joking Relationship 

Every family member has close connection with each others with and shares their 

feelings. Like, every society there is a unique casual relationship of sharing jokes 

between husband younger brother and his wife. He is closed to his brother‟s wife 

(bhauju) they have friendly gestures with each other. But the elder brother maintains 

the safe distance from younger brother wife. 

5.3.5 Life Cycle and Rituals 

There are numerous rituals Limbus performed in their course of life from birth to 

death. These rituals are performed by Limbus in order to maintain their belief and 

faith to continue the betterment of family legacy and to sustain the cultural heritage. 

The rituals are believed to protect the family from evil eye and always bestowed. 

These rituals are performed by Limbu Shaman Phedangba who heals and cure the 

sufferings of the people.  
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5.3.5.1 Birth (Sawansingba) 

The birth of a child is regarded as one of the happiest and wonderful moment in the 

family filled with joy and celebrations. In Limbu society before and after the birth of 

child, family observes some rituals and purification ceremony. Sappok Chomen is a 

rite of womb worship for the protection of a child in the uterus. It is also a rite of 

propitiating gods for the good health of the mother and the baby in the womb as well 

as successful delivery of the baby. It is unique in the sense that no one in the vicinity 

solemnizes such rituals except Limbus. After the birth of a child family observes 

pollution period Sutak. The family observes Sutak very strictly. They refrain from 

going outside mainly to temples and funeral. The ritual and purification ceremony is 

slightly different between the new born male child and female child. In case of male 

child the purification ceremony is done after four days and after three days for female 

child. In the purification ceremony family calls relatives, friends and close neighbours 

to their house. The entire household is cleaned with cow dung as a custom. It is 

applied on the floor and the entire room is sprinkled with drops of holy Ganga water. 

The mother and new born baby take bath in warm water and wear new clothes. The 

head of the household conduct religious puja officiated by Phedangba where new 

born is taken to an edge of a door facing outside and a knife is placed on his/her hand. 

He then asks the mother to take the child outside and inside of the house for three 

times. The main reason behind this ritual is to bestow the child with blessing of God, 

Deities and Ancestors. The holding of knife in hand is to protect from danger and 

harm. Then, the baby is taken inside the house for family blessings. This is the first 

time villagers see the new born.  

The blessing is followed by naming giving ceremony called Yangdang Phongma. The 

naming ceremony among the Limbus is followed by another ceremony of Takshi the 

rice-feeding ceremony usually after six months. In this ceremony, the ceremonial 

cleansing of the mother, the child and the house is essential before the rituals. The 

presence of relatives, both paternal and especially the maternal are ensured. The priest 

in such ceremony worships the Goddess to ensure the child with good health and long 

life. The child is essentially given some rice, milk and cereals. The final birth 
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ceremony is the hair cut ceremony after three to five years. The cutting of the hair is 

usually done by a maternal uncle or even a classificatory uncle can do it. The 

ceremony also includes the prerequisite of cleaning the house, presence of a priest, 

followed by feast. 

5.3.5.2 Marriage (Meikhim) 

There is certain social inclusion amongst the Limbus which they have to follow in the 

act of marriage. The Limbu marriages forbid marriages on consanguinity ground. The 

Limbu tradition does not permit incest and child marriage. The traditional Limbu 

marriage has a series of custom and practices to be performed by both the marital 

parties in a more reciprocal and socially obligated ways. The Limbu marriages 

through negotiation or arrange has four Traditional stages namely Pahilo Kalam, 

Dusro Kalam, Tesro Kalam and Chautho Kalam (Pradhan, 2014). In Limbu society, a 

handful of people from groom side go to the girl‟s home for a marriage proposal. 

These people are accompanied by a chief spokesperson called Ingmeba who place the 

proposal along with the Shagun (Submissive Gifts) called Pelifak Hukka in Limbu 

language. The girl‟s family accept the Pelifak Hukka if the boy fulfills the desirable 

qualities and eligibility. When parents agree a coin is tied to the edge of the girl‟s 

shawl which is termed as Thupparung in Limbu as the sign of acceptance. With the 

willingness of girl Ingmeba offer bottles of Rakshi (Liquor) in gratitude and return to 

share the news at boy‟s place. Ingmeba make another visit to girl‟s house to meet 

Yankisingba, Chief spokesperson from girl‟s family to discuss the marriage rituals. 

Because in Limbu society it is the customary rules for the boy‟s party to perform 

following rituals based in accordance to the order of Ten Limbus and Seventeen 

thums. The marriage rituals like Paja maja, Sang waja, Thaba yama ja, Thumba 

Janma ja, Fanga Chema sa, Mekhim seranmg, Haktuba sedakappa, Tarang thakma, 

Singok Kalma (ibid). These offering items include certain sum of money in the form 

of coins, beverages and liquor. This custom of offering to girl‟s family is called 

Yakung Mei khim thim. With this offering both the boy and girl take the elder 
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blessing. Ingmeba and his assistant return back with a vow to come again on fixed 

date to take the bride. 

When the date is fixed, Ingmeba led by some of the people from the groom‟s side 

come to take the bride. In Limbu community, customarily the marriage is solemnized 

at the residence of the groom not the bride. The bride is also accompanied by her 

friends escorting her to the groom‟s house. The bride is brought from the parental 

house a day earlier and kept in a neighbor‟s house. Her girl companions Meikesama 

stay with her till the marriage ceremony.  

On the next day i.e. on the day of marriage the groom‟s party with all the bridal 

costumes and Jewellery goes to the place where she is staying. When everything is 

done both the groom and bride enter the house at the said time given by a Shaman. 

The groom family and relatives are eagerly waiting to welcome them. The entire 

house is decorated where all the villagers gather and dance in the tune of Chyabrung, 

a musical instrument of Limbus. The elderly ladies stand in the main entrance of the 

house with akshata and flowers. When the new couple enters the house some of the 

formalities are performed. The bride is taken inside the house where the head of the 

family and relatives put tika on her forehead symbolizing her inclusion into their clan, 

family and kinship. In regard to this bride pays her respect to them by touching their 

feet in humility. On the same day the marriage ceremony is duly solemnized. The 

Phedangba starts the marriage ceremony with the chanting of Mundhum. The pair of 

domestic fowl is sacrificed and the blood is oozed out in banana leaf. If the oozing of 

the blood is not enough another pair is sacrificed, because Limbus believes that scarce 

oozing of blood is not an auspicious sign for the couple (Sharma, 2000). After this the 

newly wed couple is offered  Thi Thongba local made wine from  kodo (millet grass) 

and eight pieces of  meat. They take a sip of wine from the bamboo vessel as a 

customary and touch the pieces of meat by their lips. This auspicious ritual is known 

as SangSang. Then there comes the celebration of the nuptial tie (Yapparechemma). 

In this ritual a silver coin is tied in a corner of the shawl wore by the bride and groom 

is made to put a vermilion on the parting line of hair of the bride. The couple is 
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blessed by the Shaman for long, happy, and prosperous life. They take a vow of 

remaining faithful towards each other. Then the couple takes three full circles around 

the main pole supporting the house. This completes the formalities of a Limbu 

marriage. 

On the next day the bride groom has to go to his in-law‟s house with his friends 

taking a complete carcass of a pig or male buffalo with some vessels of Rakshi and 

eighteen rupees as a present known as Phakhak tane. The parents of the bride warmly 

welcome the couple with homely gestures and offers gifts as a token of love from 

their side. But customarily a Limbu husband becomes entitled for his full claim over 

his wife only after the ceremony called Saimundri which takes place when they are 

blessed with children or attain the age of forty or above. 

The marriage ritual in the contemporary times has changed a bit regarding the 

considerations of modern generations. The basic premises of the marriage rituals are 

followed if it is strictly demanded by the elderly members of the family. Otherwise 

the marriage ceremony is done in the more sophisticated way by arranging feasts in 

the hotel. The married couples also wear modern outfits. The negotiation party is not 

required because both the boy and girl directly take consult of their parents.  

5.3.4.3 Death (Sima mapma) 

Death is the last sorrowful life cycle ceremony. Death ceremonies of Limbu people 

are differently observed in comparison to neighboring communities. There are two 

types of death rituals performed by Limbus. One is natural death and another one is 

unnatural death in accidents or by committing suicide which is termed as Sogha. The 

mourning period of male is four days and for female is three days. During this period 

family members, kins and relatives observes certain rituals where they only take 

boiled foods. If someone dies a natural death, there are several rites of various stages 

(Subba, 1999).  

During the natural death, the corpse is kept in front of the room facing westward. The 

bamboo stretcher (chedhyap) is prepared to place the corpse. After some ritual 
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performance at house, the Phedangba (shaman) start the funeral procession.  The 

dead body placed in chedhyap is taken to the graveyard. They keep the dead body on 

the ground placing the head westward. Before placing the death body for burial 

Kham-Ingma ritual is performed by phedangba. He puts one rupee coin on the leaves 

of caulo placed in cross position in the coffin and declares that he/she has purchased 

the piece of ground.  

After the Kham-Ingma ritual, the death body is placed in the coffin with head facing 

west. Sam Loopma ritual (taking out the soul) of the dead person takes place. In the 

course of performing this ritual, the plates and silver coins are taken out and kept in a 

small piece of white shroud. Sam- Sama (giving away the soul of the dead person to 

the ancestors) ritual is performed after the completion of funeral procession. This 

ritual is done in the house of dead person. A pair of chicken (hen and cock), an egg 

and Toongba is required to perform this ritual. Kha-Uma is the final rite of death 

ceremony. All the relatives and participants of the funeral procession are invited. At 

last Minkwa Sangma ceremony is performed by Samba (shaman). The literal meaning 

of Minkwa Sangma is to wash out the tears or stains of tears from the face and this 

ritual symbolically indicates the total separation of death soul and forgetting the 

deceased person. The period between funerals processions (Chesama) to the rites of 

Minkwa Sangma, the same clans (thar) people do not indulge in any social 

entertainment because, they are in pollution. After the completion of these rituals they 

can have entertainment such as marriage ceremony, painting their houses etc. 

5.4 Limbu Dance and Songs 

The culture and tradition of Limbus is rich and unique. They have distinctive types of 

folklores, customs, myths, folksongs and dances. The yalang, a traditional Limbu 

folkdance is a duet performance of female and male youths. It is usually performed 

during marriage ceremonies, festivals, in fair, and in special occasions. The youths 

while dancing yalang exchange wide varieties of subjects like feelings of love and 

affection, experiences of pain and pleasure and so on through exceptionally 
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melodious and heart-rending tune. Yalang folkdance has great value and significance 

for depicting tradition, culture, behavior and life style of the Limbu people.  

Palam and Sarek (khyali) are recreational Limbu folksongs sung in any occasion. 

This type of recreational song provide a lot of past information, ongoing activities, 

and upcoming plans and aspirations. Palam is a versed folksong traditionally sung 

only in yalang performance. The other kinds of Limbu songs are hakpare samlo 

(esteemed versed song), namdatte kesam-samlo (wedding song), thakptham-samlo 

(new home-entry song), mingwan-samlo (naming ritual song), mering-samlo 

(separation song), tamkye-samlo (agriculture song), tumyanghang-samlo (gentlemen 

song), angekwa sammet-samlo (cradle song), sewa-samlo (devotion song).   

Kelang (drum dance) and yalang are the most popular dances in Limbu society. 

Yalang being basically a recreational one, it is danced at anywhere and on any 

occasion by the youths. Hangsamlang or the balang deserves its space as another 

ritual dance, and is also known as the majestic power dance of theba (grandfather). It 

is performed displaying weapons like pheja (khukuri), li bong (bow and arrow), 

kongphe (sword), kho (shield), and danced majestically playing musical instruments 

such as the tangke (kettledrum) and ta (cymbals). Tamkye-lang (agro-based dance) is 

performed while weeding corn plant. The ritual or devotional song called Mang-sewa-

samlo and the dance manglang are performed by the follower of Satyahangma group. 

These song and dances have own distinctive importance in the Limbu culture which 

are gradually fading away.  

5.5 Religion, Belief and Practices 

Religion plays a vital role in streamlining human behaviour. The Limbu religion does 

not believe in idol worship but have altars for collective worship known as 

„Mangkhims‟. The oral tradition of Limbu religion dates back to 9th century in the 

Kingdom of Limbuwan as Yumasamyo tradition. This tradition was carried forward 

by Limbu saints and phedangba to perpetuate the philosophy and ideals of Yumaism 

to every Limbus (Jayaraman, 2017). 
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5.5.1 Yumaism 

Yumaism is a systematic approach of living of the native Limbus in the Eastern 

Himalayas. Yumaism is a belief on a matriarchy or feminine great Goddess Tagera 

Ningwaphuma. In Yumaism, the life span of an individual has been divided into 18 

stages, right from the day of birth to death. In these different stages the religious 

priest (Shaman) guides and performs the rituals for better health and happiness 

(Subba, 2012). Yumaism as a religion is profess and propagated through the medium 

of Mundhum. The majority of the Limbus in the study areas professes Yumaism as 

their religion. The social structure, organization and culture of a Limbu are strongly 

driven by the aesthetic value of Yumaism. 

5.5.2 Hinduism 

Hinduism is one of the dominant religion of different ethnic groups in Darjeeling 

Himalaya. Hinduism among Limbus dates back to 17th century when the process of 

assimilation and acculturation among Limbus were common due to the influence of 

Gorkha Hindu ruler. Still most of the households are professing both, Hinduism and 

Yumaism. 

5.5.3 Christianity 

In the study areas very few households are professing Christianity. The elderly 

Limbus strongly condemned the conversion of Limbus into Christianity. Only two 

Limbu households were found professing Christianity whereas, in the other study area 

Bungkulung there was no Limbus who was professing Christianity. In recent years 

such family is socially boycotted from Limbu society because of being disrespect 

towards one‟s religion. 

5.5.4 Satyahangma 

The Limbu association and indigenist writers are the main propagators of mobilizing 

Yumaism. But in order to trace the origin of Satyahangma religion one has to look 
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back to history. In 1931 Limbu leaders gathered and decided to change some of their 

basic elements of their religion and culture in order to reform and to confront the 

dominant Hindu religion (Gaenszle, 2011). One of the attendees in the meeting was 

Lingden Phalgunanda (1885 – 1949) the leader of the Satyahangma movement 

represented a kind of process of Sanskritization, where elements of high Hindu 

traditions were syncretized with Limbu deities and rituals (ibid). During the field 

survey, found couple of Limbu households in Teesta valley professing this religion 

because they do not believe in sacrificial rituals. But in case of Kalimpong and 

Bungkulung researcher hardly found the Limbu households professing Satyahangma.  

       Table 5.9 Showing the Religion wise distribution of Households 

 

Study Areas 

                                                Religion 

Yumaism Hinduism  Satyahangma Christianity Total 

Teesta Valley 

Tea Garden 

81 (54%) 65 (43.3%) 3 (2%) 1 (0.7%) 150 (100%) 

Dungra 

Khasmahal 

79 (70.5%) 30 (26.8%) -  3 (2.7%) 112 (100%) 

Bungkulung 62 (58%) 40 (37.3%) 5 (4.7%) - 107(100%) 

Total 222 (60.2%) 135 (36.5%) 8 (2.2%) 4 (1.1%) 369(100%) 

                                       Source: Field Survey (2014 – 2017) 

The given table shows the religious practices of Limbus clearly indicating the 

syncretism among them.  The majority households profess Yumaism as the core of 

their religion. They are guided by the philosophy of Yumaism propagated through 

Limbu Shamans Phedangba. Yumaism believes in nature worshipping. Nearly 60.2 

% of the total households of the study areas follow this religion.  Hinduism is 

followed by (36.5%) of the Limbu households where they worship all the God, 

Goddess and Deities and follows Hindu calendar for following the festivals and 

rituals. Recently an off shoot religion of Yumaism is spreading in Darjeeling and 

Sikkim Himalayas known as Satyahangma whose process and principles are way too 

different from Yumaism. Satyahangma believes in non violence and follows the 

Sanatan Dharma. In the study areas (2.2%) of the households are Satyahangma by 
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religion. So we can say it is the blend of Hinduism and Yumaism.  Christianity has 

very less impact among the Limbus in study areas. Only (1.1%) of the Limbu 

households are professing this religion. 

                              

 

5.5.5 Traditional Limbu Rituals 

The Limbus influenced by certain rituals and pujas. All of the rituals are done in order 

to please the God, to avoid the misfortunes and bless their field with good harvest. 

The main cultural and religious practices conducted by Limbu in study areas in 

relation to nature and household prosperity are as follows. 

a) Uvauli puja also known as Yakwa Tamnang is one of the important puja for the 

Limbu. It is done before the plantation of crops. The main purpose of the puja is to 

ask God to bless their crops and land and protect it from evils. It is carried out in the 

month of Baisakh (April-June).The different offerings made are rice, chicken, eggs 

and pork. 

b) Udhauli puja it is similar to Uvauli puja.The only difference is that it is celebrated 

after the harvest of the crops. It is known as Chasok Tamnang or Nyayoungi. It is also 

said that the New Year of Limbu begins this time onwards. The offerings are made to 

thank God for good harvest.  
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c) Saune Sankrati is celebrated in the month of Shawan (July-August). They celebrate 

it as a day to take rest. They do not work in the field and they believe that if they enter 

in the field the crops might get destroyed. 

d) Devi puja forest worshipping is also very important for the Limbus. They have a 

forest deity known as „Tampungma‟ and it is also called Devi puja .They worship the 

whole of the forest. They make offering to please God. The offering is done asking 

the deity to help and protect their crops from the wild animals and also provide them 

with the strength and save from the misfortunes. 

e) Mangenna is an important ceremony among the Limbus. It means an act of worship 

to raise one‟s head, a ritual ceremony for a person feeling dejected and suffering in 

hardship in order to encourage him. It is also done to protect oneself from accident, 

disputes, envy and jealously and to succeed in the desired attempts (Subba, 1999). It 

is performed every six months at the beginning of the winter and summer month or at 

least once a year. 

5.5.5.1 Manghoop Puja – A Case Study 

Tribes and their religious attributes are very closely associated with natural world. 

The linkage between the nature and supernatural powers is very significant. The 

Eastern Himalayan region is home for a number of ethnic tribal groups. Limbus, an 

ethnic tribes of Eastern Himalayas are widely scattered from East Nepal to Darjeeling 

–Sikkim Himalayas. The authentic tribal culture of Limbus is highly influenced by 

Hindu-Nepali culture and custom. The process of acculturation among them is clearly 

visible from their socio-economic background. The average percentage of Limbus 

living in an urban space has adopted the modern trends of westernization and has 

huge impact of globalization. The focus is more on the enhancement of education and 

to be economically sound to thrive in a modern materialistic society. When tribal 

people opts a modern fashioned lifestyle she/he deviates away from their ethnic tribal 

culture, rituals and gestures. The intangible tribal heritage seems to be slowly fading 

away. Is the impact of modernization, acculturation has pushed Limbus into oblivion? 
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Faith, belief, worshipping and customs are the prime importance to every person. The 

prayer is same but the mode of operation conducting the rituals differs widely. Every 

religious ritual, rites are done on account of pleasing God or for the peace, prosperity 

and happiness of the family. Every puja has its own significance, purpose and mode 

of offerings. The Limbu association of Kalimpong has organized “Manghoop puja” 

where all the sections of Limbus from the three sub-divisions of Darjeeling were 

called. The puja was held on the bank of Relli khola in Kalimpong where every 

facility was properly maintained by the youths of Chumlung association, Kalimpong. 

The important delegates were called along with some media person for the coverage. 

The glittering cultural dance dhan nach (yalang dance) was the main highlights 

performed by the youths. The gathering of people in the Manghoop puja was more 

than what I had expected. Limbus of every age group from children to old was present 

for this puja. The puja was conducted by Phedangba „chilikcham‟ (clan name). On 

the sides of the river bank I, saw small altars constructed with the help of bamboo 

where three rocks were laid vertically with flowers on its top. All together there were 

five altars among which one of them was the largest and was placed in middle of the 

shallow flowing water. The main offerings were eggs, rice grains and sacrificial 

domestic fowls. 

One of the interesting things to notice was in the offering where individual were 

writing their names and location on the eggs. At around 10.30 am Phedangba started 

the puja. The very step was worshipping and pleasing of Mishekh who is regarded as 

the spirit of forests.  On my enquiry to phedangba, worshipping of Misekh is done to 

refrain him from creating barriers for Manghoop puja. Phedangba slowly started to 

chant Mundhum and started shivering from where we could know that now he is in 

the state of trance. He is accompanied by his disciple who reads his signs and symbols 

as indication regarding what is needed to be done in puja. When he was chanting and 

uttering people were listening to him but for me it was something really hard to 

understand because of my inability to understand Limbu language. So therefore, I 

took a help from an old man for better understanding of the whole phenomenon. 
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When phedangba was done by pleasing Misekh he asked the people to break the eggs 

on a big silver bowl. The offered eggs were used for forecasting the horoscope. 

People anxiously assembled around the altar to know their horoscope. The person 

who was engaged in this had to look on the yolk. If the spot would be seen on the 

yolk he says “Ramro chaina” and without spot he says “Ramro Cha” spotted egg 

yolk is the symptom of bad omen whereas without a spot was a good sign. Whosever 

egg was seen with the spot, he consulted to phedangba in order to overcome from it. 

After Misekh, Phedangba moved to next altar of Yuma. Every household has Yuma 

altar to worship her. Phedangba started with the puja by igniting the diyo and special 

incense collected from Sal tree. Phedangba asked for prosperity for whole limbus to 

Yuma and sacrifice two pairs of chickens. The way of sacrifice is by hitting the fowl 

on its back and offers its blood to Yuma which comes out from its beak. Later on the 

whole dressed chicken was offered to Yuma which is called “pakuwa”. 

After Yuma, Phedangba moves ahead for Khola puja for two main rivers of 

Darjeeling Himalaya Teesta River and Relli River. Firstly three diyos were lite up and 

phedangba held a flower in his hand and took permission from river saying “we all 

assembled here to seek blessing from you and conducting Manghoop so please 

bestowed us with power and good fortune”. In my observation I found phedangba 

uttering Nepali language. When I asked what is the reason he said he uses parbate 

because river originates from Himalaya (parbat) and belongs to everyone. Therefore, 

he is using common Himalayan language. After khola puja he sacrificed two pairs of 

chickens by Khukuri and offered their heads to khola. 

Tumphungma (Forest Deity): Forests are sacred to Limbus.  They believe the forest is 

benevolent because it is helpful in many ways. Therefore, Tumphungma or forest 

worshipping is very significant. Tumphungma puja starts with sprinkle of water to a 

deity by lain (small rolled banana leaf) in order to wake her for rituals. Phedangba 

chants Mundhum and asked to make sacrifice of three chickens. The altar of 
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Tumphungma comprises of three vertical laid stones because Tumphungma are three 

sisters. The chickens are sacrificed for pleasing Misekh, Khola and Tumphungma.  

In Limbu language Manghoop means curse, sin given by ancestors or done by our 

deeds. The main altar was constructed in middle of the river. With the chanting of 

Mundhum by phedangba, people assembled on the bank of river from northern side. 

They hold acheta and throws three times in the river. The throwing of acheta in the 

river is to wash away all yours sin and wrong deeds.  Duck is the main sacrificial bird 

for the Manghoop altar. The blood is sprinkled all over the altar. The eggs used for 

forecasting the horoscope is cooked and served to everyone as prassad.  

The main purpose of Manghoop was to revive the traditional religious ritual of 

Limbus. Limbu who are animist has been faded away from their intangible cultural 

heritage. The culture globalization has moulded them into a heterogeneous society 

drifting them to be aloof from traditions, customs and culture. Therefore, in the wake 

of losing ethnicity the Limbu association and Tumyahang are organizing certain 

programme to revive Limbu traditions and Cultural Identity.  
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5.5.5.2 Limbu Shaman and their Importance 

In the study area shamans are mostly the male members who are possessed with 

healing power of deities. In case of their absence, an elderly and knowledgeable 

person profoundly knowing Mundhum can also do the ceremonies. In Limbu 

Shamanic structure female shamans are also present who are believed to possess 

household deity Yumasam. They are very few in number and mostly do minor rituals 

like Jhar-phook. There are nine types of phedangbas namely Muhikkum ongshi, 

Phejiri phedangba, Sawara yetchnammak samba, Sibhak yemi yeba, Sibhak yemi 

yema, Yuma sam, Sida samba, Sam mundhum and Yeb mundhum (Subba, 2012) out of 

these phedangbas, the 1st five phedangbas are incarnate shaman. The Limbus of the 

Eastern Nepal recognizes five different kinds of shamans namely Yeba, Yema, Samba, 

Phedangma and Mangba (Pappadis, 2001).  The Phedangba conducts the religious 

(Kul, pitri), rituals etc. Yeba and Yema conduct rites and rituals to do away the souls 

of unnatural deaths, accident and suicides. Phedangba performs the religious 

ceremony like Kul- Pitri puja, religious rites, cults the most important one is the 

diagnosis and treatment of illness (Jhaar Phook). Limbu shamans cure patients in a 

number of ways. The techniques they use are related to different situations of illness 

and misfortune.  

The most frequent technique used for minor aches and pains is rice divination. A 

second form of divination, used in cases of extreme illness, requires the shaman to 

take articles of clothing from the patient and place them at an altar erected for 

Yumasam. The shaman chants the Mundhum and goes into a trance where he learns 

the nature of the illness by divination in the presence of the clothes and seeks help 

from his tutelary spirit. Limbu shamans mainly Phedangba are called upon to 

officiate at a number of household rituals and life cycle ceremonies (Gulia, 2000). 

Yeba and Yema is a specialist in dealing the spirit of people who have died by 

violence.  Sam Mundhum and Yeb Mundhum are Limbu herbalist and practices ethno-

medicine (Jaribooti) for curing diseases (Subba, 2012). 
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Figure 5.6 explaining the relationship between the Nature and Phedangba  

The ideology of Limbu shamanism is perpetuated from the blessing of Nature deities.  

They with their divine power bestowed the Phedangba the power of healing. The 

nature entities are pristine and sacred to phedangba in their realms of shamanism. 

Therefore, they always associate the essence of nature aroma in their ritualistic 

ceremonies. Their knowledge of ethno medicine and sacred grooves is the outcome of 

nature bliss. The nature and Phedangba culture is so deeply fused that it helps in 

restoring the charm of nature in its fullest.   

5.5.5.2.1 Case Study of Becoming a Limbu Shaman 

This case study illustrates the emergence of a shaman in a contemporary context. It 

concerns a man, born in Bijanbari (nor busty, surman dara) but living and settled in 

Teesta valley, who experienced a vocation of shamanic traditions. We will discuss 

this case study from two main perspectives:  
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1. His (shaman‟s) experience itself, a phenomenological view 

2. His (shaman‟s)  experience as viewed by a researcher 

Phenomenological view 

The following account of Limbu Phejari Phedangba Jas Hang Limbu is interviewed, 

with his permission, for an interview conducted by the researcher. He was born 

(1954) in a small hamlet village of Nor Busty in Bijanbari. Owing to his poor 

economic condition he is illiterate. He is well known shaman in the valley and 

practices this art of shamanism from many generations. According to him one 

becomes a shaman as a result of possession of a deity. The most frequent possession 

seems to involve Yumasam (Gulia, 2000).  At first possession is controlled over and 

the victim seeks a cure by consulting a shaman, who will attempt to pacify the deity 

with offerings. Simple possession by a deity is not only sign that one is to become a 

shaman. The signs and symbol to become a Phedangba is believed to be hereditary 

and start to indicate once he is conceived in the mother womb. Once the child reaches 

the age of 3 years the symptoms become more prominent. Jas Hang Limbu was 

possessed (Rojnu) at the age of 7 years. He said when he was chosen by deity he 

started to cry, had a sensational feeling, and was in a state of trance with shivers. 

Later on his parents diagnoses that it was an indication of phedangba reincarnation. 

Out of seven brothers his elder brother Kumar Subba is also a shaman. The tradition 

of becoming a shaman is followed by generation to generation in his family 

genealogy. When he attends the age of 12 years his body starts to shivers with trance 

of unconsciousness. He started to know the effect of spirits in the village before it 

happens. He was guided by his Guru named Karbari Mangmu, a Phedangba from 

Bijanbari. He learned the skill from his Guru‟s in dream and the learning process was 

not fixed some may takes 3 months to 3 years depending on the situation. After 

becoming a phedangba few things should be highly restricted the parents should 

avoid non-vegetarian food and alcohol in the initial stage of possession and mainly 

the pollution period (maraau, sutak).Now he is himself a Guru teaching art of 

shamanism to his apprentice and entrusted them with the confidence that is needed in 
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dealing with supernatural powers. The Guru also teaches the apprentice the causes of 

illness, the way to diagnose, divination and the means of curing.  In his conversation 

he mentioned the name of his apprentice Sukdeo Limbu from Singla Tea Estates who 

was possessed by Yumasam at the age of 40 years. Sukdeo in his dream learn about 

the place of his residence in Teesta valley and came to meet him with Acheta 

(offerings) when Jas Hang touched the Acheta the positive vibes of Yumasam was felt 

and he accepted Sukdeo as his apprentice. Still now Jas Hang acquire knowledge 

from his Gurus in dream and especially during Purne, Panchami, Auusi and Eka dasi 

his body feels much spiritual vibration from Yumasam. 

In my opinion I have observed the Limbu shamans and shamanism from historical 

and traditional, cultural point of view and have tried to relate it with the contemporary 

situation. Origin of shaman and shamanism practices among Limbus date back to 

ancient time in the form of Ancestor worship-cum-shamanism. When the nomadic 

ancestors of folk Limbu society slowly settled and localized at some region of Eastern 

Himalayas, Limbus shamanism gradually flourished in the Himalayan areas (Subba, 

2013). Limbus of far flung rural areas of Darjeeling Himalaya strongly believes in 

Phedangba. The folk Limbu society cannot sustain culturally in absence of 

Phedangba. Therefore, Shaman arise where needs arise (Heinz, 1991) is completely 

applicable in the study area. The Limbu shaman has a huge demand because of the 

fading cultural heritage. Every Limbus wants to perform their religious and cultural 

rituals by shaman in order to maintain their cultural aspects, traditional values and 

beliefs followed by their forefathers from ages. Thus, the shaman occupies a central 

position with varied role fused altogether. Jas Hang (Limbu shaman) vocational into 

the shamanic realm can be viewed from mythological and religious ground. 

According to him the invocation of shaman is hereditary and this family is believed to 

be chosen by a deity. Therefore, they carry this legacy of becoming a shaman from 

generation to generation. 
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5.6 Folklore, Folktales and Taboos 

Limbus has maintained their individuality as an indigenous group amongst many 

prevailing factors. Their language, religion, history, practices and folklore are unique 

in themselves. However, without a written culture, and the strong influence of other 

more prominent ethnic groups in Darjeeling, the Limbu culture is in need of 

preservation.  The entire myth of creation exists in the Mundhum, which is like a holy 

book. The entire Mundhum would take three days and night to recite, and is done 

during pujas, specifically the sacrifice of a animal and offering of a local brewery 

(Rakshi). It is recited by a Limbu priests Phedangba, Samba and Yeba. The Mundhum 

is recited orally to Limbus as a child, and is passed on through generations in this 

way.  
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Figure 5.7 Showing the classification of Limbu Folklore. 

(Adapted from Limbu,R. K., 2010) 

5.6.1 Creation of Nature    

The Limbu mythology and cosmology believed that at the beginning there was no life 

in the earth. There was only darkness everywhere with spirits. Tagera Ningwaphuma, 

the God of knowledge and wisdom first created Porokmi Yambhami, the God of 

creation to fulfill the world with beautiful things.  Porokmi Yambhami first created a 

spider whose web on water was used by Tagera Ningwaphuma for mediate on how to 

create a life. From her breath, clouds were formed, and from her movement air of was 

made.  As she was mediating, her sweat created more little ponds of water. Then 

slowly nature started to bloom with its beautiful essence. “The first fish called Lengya 

was created to hold the sea, and the first bird called Sunjukema was created to hold 

the sky. Cows were created for the land, and from their saliva, snakes were formed. 

Soon all other animals were made. As the cows were drinking the water, their 

whipping tails flicked specks of water up to the sky. The specks of water landed, and 

as they stuck in the sky, they became stars. And this is how the earth, sky, and stars 

were created” (Pappadis, 2001). 
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5.6.2 Creation of Human Beings 

Everything was created except human beings. One day, Porokmi Yambhami gathered 

the most precious diamonds and valuable stones and molded the figure of human 

being. When a beautiful shinning figure was made he tried to speak to it. But it could 

not speak, because it had no voice, no spirit. Later on he tried with gold and copper 

but the result was same. But still he was very much determined and tired again to 

carved out human figure. This time he made use of ashes, dung mixed with soil and 

water from stone holes. Bamboo shoots were used for feet, sugarcane used for hands, 

amlisiyo plant used for lips and tongue, quartz stone for teeth, and ritha fruits for 

eyes.  A gust of wind came and blew breath into the figure. Suddenly the human 

figure spoke out, and it had a loud voice, and a soul. The human being was finally 

created out of the Earth. Therefore Limbus designate themselves as Lungbongba 

Khambongbasa meaning the lineage emerged from the rock and the soil. Yuma, the 

mother Earth is their supreme deity. Since humans were made from ashes and dung, 

we have to die. If the human had been created from diamonds or gold, he would have 

been immortal (ibid). 

5.6.3 Limbu Folktales and its Importance 

Oral tradition of Limbus is rich in folktales. Most of the folktales are related to 

Mundhum tradition, customs, origin and migration of Limbus. There are many stories 

in the form of unwritten memories related to certain class of Limbus. Folktales form 

an important part of oral history, which not only provide a cohesive force to the 

community at large, but also reflects the process of ethnicity formation. 

Once upon a time a lady was wandering into the woods in search of food. Soon she 

felt so thirsty and drank water filled in the stone. She continued to walk through the 

forest still hungry and thirsty. Then she came upon a log filled with water. She again 

drank that water to quench her thirst. After a couple of days she found herself to be 

pregnant. She figured out the water that she drank from a stone was a urine of tiger 

and water of the log was urine of man. The lady was so surprised that she had become 
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pregnant by both a man and animal. After sometime she gave a birth to twin brothers, 

one was a tiger and the one was a man. As they grew up, they began to hunt together 

in the jungle. The tiger animal instinct, kept trying to think of ways to eat his brother. 

The man always thought a good feeling towards his brother. This situation really 

worried the mother because she loves both the sons and loss of anyone of them would 

give her so much pain. 

One day tiger told her that he would kill his brother and ate him up. On that day 

mother planted two plants babari and sekhmari and said among these two flowers if 

babari plant dies she think her son is dead and if sekhmari plant dies the tiger is killed. 

She left everything on destiny. The man and tiger met in jungle but man already knew 

his brother intention so he climbed up a Simal tree for protection. He sat on the ninth 

branch. The tiger climbed up the same tree and sat on the eighth branch. The man 

only had one arrow left. So he told the tiger, “I will let you eat me if you close your 

eyes and open your mouth”. The tiger agreed and shut his eyes and opened his mouth 

as wide as he could eat his brother. The man shot his arrow straight into the tiger‟s 

mouth, and the tiger fell from the Simal tree along its branches. Back in home 

sekhmari plant dies and the mother understood that tiger is killed. The man remained 

for days in the tree in order to confirm whether the tiger was dead or not. When he 

saw the flies around the carcass of the tiger he got his confirmation and came down 

from the tree. He de-skinned the tiger and saw a hallow trunk of Khamari tree by 

which he made a Limbu drum called Chyabroong. Then the mother and son did a 

Kelang, a tiger style dance, in honour of the tiger strength. Since, then from that time 

sekhmari plant flower is used in Limbu funeral as sign of respect and remembrance 

by loved ones.   

5.6.3.1 Myanglung (Sacred Landscapes) 

The myth of Myanglung is about a stone which is worshipped by people till now 

because of its religious significance. The story is like this a landlord working in his 

fields noticed a black cat following him. Suddenly, the cat jumped in front of the 
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landlord and transformed into a stone. He was so surprised and shocked and decided 

to worship the stone seeking it as a blessing of good spirit. So he brought the stone in 

Myanglung bazaar (a place in Terathum, Eastern Nepal) and made a temple and kept 

it there along with the Pipal tree. 

One day, a hungry porter from highland collected three stones including the stone of 

temple to make a fire place to cook his food. But the one stone was shaking which 

made him angry so he took his Khukuri (sharp edged knife) and tried to cut the stone. 

The stone began to bleed and changed into black cat. He thought it was an ordinary 

cat but to his surprise it changed into a giant lion and killed him. After killing the 

porter, the angry lion scratched the stone with its claw and returned back to the temple 

and disappeared. Myanglung in Limbu language means cat stone. Myang means cat 

and lung means stone. This stone now also has a giant scratch in it looking like a 

lion‟s claw marks. The stone is now worshipped and the temple is called Singha 

Bahini. Limbu people offer pujas to this stone for protection. Even today in some 

Limbu household stone is kept in front of the house and worshipped to keep the house 

secure and happy from evil spirit and for the protection of the family members 

(Pappadis, 2001) 

5.6.4 Folk Belief and Taboo  

Limbu refer to the universe as Choit lungma, which means heart of nature. They 

believe that God resides in the earth‟s natural elements. All of nature is considered 

highly spiritual. Limbu do not have icons or images of God, altars, or traditional 

temples. They worship the earth‟s natural element as the closet place for God. Sun 

and Fire are thought to be the two main residing places for Yuma Sammang, the good 

spirit, as well as Tamphungna Sammang God of the forest and living things and is 

considered to protect it (Pappadis, 2001). 

 Limbu believe the voices and sounds of different animals and birds as omens of good 

or bad events. A few names of animals and birds and belief associated with them are 

outline below. 
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1. Phattimba (Owl) regarded as a horse of jungle Goddess. It forecasts droughts or 

famine in the coming year. 

2. Selugwa (Cuckoo) forecasts the monsoon. 

3. Kakwa (Crow) different meanings such as a good/bad news or arrival of guests 

are associated with it. 

Exchanging of Flower 

In Limbu community exchanging of flower among brother, sister and cousin in rituals 

are not permissible. According to orthodox Limbus flower represents symbol for love 

and affection to dear ones and mode of expression to someone whom we love very 

much. In Mundhum and in many other folk beliefs Limbus exchanging flower with 

same blood and clan is a taboo. 

5.7 Indigenous Wisdom among Limbus 

5.7.1 Indigenous Knowledge of Farming Systems and its Management 

The Limbu farming system is based upon the maintenance of several major categories 

of land that can be distinguished by their use, location and the pattern of ownership. 

The major types of farming done by Limbus in the study area are namely Bari (crop 

field), Suntala Bari (orchard farming) and Allaichi Bari (cardamom agro forestry). 

Bari are owned by individual families and tend to be established close to the village, 

often at the undulating terrain which is deeply ploughed and manure, cut into terraces 

in order to check the soil erosion. Families divide their holding into plots among 

which cultivation is done by growing different vegetables, cereals, pulses and cash 

crops. Unlike Bari and orchard farming Limbus practice cardamom agro forestry.  

 

        

   

Plate 5.8 : Showing the Cardamon Plantation and Farmer responding to queries 
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         Figure 5.8: Showing the advantages of Cardamom Agro forestry  

This type of farming offers multiple alternatives and opportunities to improve farm 

production and income. It also provides productive and protective function to the 

ecosystem which combines the best attributes of forestry and agriculture. Large 

cardamom is a perennial cash crop grown traditionally beneath the natural forest tree 

cover on marginal lands and slopes. This system shows how an ecological and 

economical traditional farming practice has evolved indigenously as the main agro 

forestry practice in the region. 

5.7.2 Indigenous Knowledge of Water Resource Management  

Water shade is also one of the traditional systems used by Limbus which helps in the 

conservation of forest as well as keeping the source of water clean. Water shed forest 

harbor the headwaters of major water sources and are denoted as scared. They do not 

throw litter around the water shade. If they do not obey bad things may occur to them. 

This tradition or belief preserves the forest as well as helps keeping the source clean. 
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Trees and Banana are grown along the water source area which acts as buffer to 

improve the quality of water and natural springs. Parallel water diversion from the 

same stream at different elevation along the slope is a popular method of water 

delivery in the study areas with help of bamboo and polythene pipes.  

5.7.3 Limbu Indigenous Food and Its Importance 

Fermentation is one of the oldest and most economical methods for producing and 

preserving foods done by Limbus and other ethnic groups of Darjeeling Himalaya 

from time immemorial. In addition to preservation, fermented foods also added the 

benefits of enhancing flavor, increased digestibility and pharmalogical values. Each 

fermented food is associated with unique group of micro flora which increases the 

level of protein, vitamins, essential amino acids and fatty acids (Tamang K. J., 2009). 

Kinema is one of the important components of the diverse food culture of the ethnic 

communities in the Eastern Himalayan region of Nepal, the Darjeeling and Sikkim in 

India. The common word Kinema is derived from “Kinambaa” of the Limbu dialect. 

Regarding socio- economic factor Kinema production is an income generator for 

some Limbu families. It is sold in all local periodical markets called “Haat” in the 

study area and the money earned from selling it is used for domestic purposes. 

Kinema is the cheapest source of plant protein and cheaper than dairy products. It 

contains per 100 grams dry matter, 48 grams of protein, 17 grams of fat, 28 grams of 

carbohydrate and 478 kilocalories (Tamang J. , 2000) 

5.7.4 Indigenous Knowledge of Limbus in Medicinal Plants:  

Plants have always been an inevitable part of the life and culture of the Limbu people. 

Limbus of Darjeeling Himalaya uses many plants in their day to day life. The 

traditional herbal and folk medicine used by Limbu people is not documented since it 

is passed down from one generation to another orally. These Herbal medicine used by 

them has potential to treat diseases effectively. These medicinal herbs are also used in 

day to day life of other ethnic communities living in the hilly terrain of Darjeeling 

Himalaya. This system of  Folk and Traditional medicine has gained  its importance 
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due its high potential in curing various diseases with less side effect as compared with 

synthetic drugs in recent times. During the study, an attempt has been made to 

document the indigenous Traditional Knowledge of Limbus about various uses of 

plants in their daily life. The field survey has revealed the information about eleven 

species. These are enumerated below 

     Table 5.10 Showing the Medical Plants and its uses by Limbus of Study Areas 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          Source: Field Survey 2013-15 

5.8 Findings 

The society and culture of Limbus is deeply rooted with social norms. The village 

habitat and customs has channelized their interpersonal relationships. The social 

structure and organization has distinctive characteristics. They have both the traits of 

Kirati and local traditions. The Limbu society of Darjeeling Himalaya is patriarchal in 

nature. The social structure of the Limbus is well knitted with clan groups and family 

relations. The social structure of Limbus encompasses with kinship behaviour, 

S.No Local 

Name 

Limbu Name Botanical Name Uses 

1 Abhijaalo Wana Drymaria diandra Tonsillitis 

2 Bojho Sedakpa Acorus calamus Scabies 

3 Chiraito Sunghingba Serrate Chirayita Fever 

4 Dubo Sambok Cynodon dactylon Plant juice is useful for  

controlling diabetes 

5 Ghiu 

kumari 

Lupse Aloe vera Burns 

6 Hadchur Khewalangba Viscum album Paste applied on fracture 

7 Phachyang Kherabe Zingibar 

Cassumunar 

Stomachache & Headache 

8 Padina Padena Mentha arvensis Paste is applied on cut & 

appetizer 

9 Sisnu Sikwa Urtica Dioica Dog bite and High blood 

pressure 

10 Titepati Namyoba Artemisia  indica Nose bleeding 

11 Alainchi Arengi Amomum 

Sobulatum 

Seed and root rhizome paste 

applied against skin burn 
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economic and religious attributes. They have three different types of kinship and 

family relations based on consanguinity, affinity and descent. 

The complex and unique structure of clan and kinship is based on Thum, Thar, 

Bangsa, Heem and Pariwar. The norms and customs of clan and kinship are strictly 

followed. Marriage among the same clan group is highly prohibited.  In Limbu 

society family occupies an important place. The male member is the head of the 

family in case of his absence female is treated as the head. There is a cordial 

relationship among the family members. The three types of family were found in the 

study areas namely joint, nuclear and single family. The nuclear family constituted 

the major proportion of the Limbu society. The relations among the family are 

informal in nature. The family size varies from single to family members of more 

than ten people. 

The cultural diversity of a Limbu habitat is distinctly reflected in their pattern, types 

and settlements. Limbus has their houses in a semi - compact settlement i.e. they stay 

together within their groups. A cluster of 10 to 20 houses in quite common in each 

settlement.  The household structures of Limbus are of two types, the traditional and 

modern houses. Traditional houses were found in the interior core of the villages 

where farming is the main economic activities. These houses are made up of locally 

available resources. The traditional houses of are made up of stone and bamboo 

latticed wall which are plastered with the cow dung and mud. It has thatched roof 

slopping towards two sides. The traditional house had a separate hearth. The Modern 

households were of good designs and conditions. The socially well off Limbus are 

living in this type of houses. 

The culture and tradition of the Limbus has close relationship with the nature. The 

Limbus follows animism and shamanism based on a body of oral traditions 

Mundhum. These oral traditions are mainly the source of understanding the various 

floras, fauna, clans, routes of migration, and procedures of conducting rituals.  The 

Limbu religion may be defined as a elementary form of Shamanistic animism in 
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which the Bijua and Phedangba play the part of Shaman, the former operating of the 

demons and latter having for his department the God (Sagant, 1996).  

The Limbus has distinct religious rituals from life to death. The social practices, 

social organization has very interesting characteristics. They follow their own 

customs regarding birth, death, and marriage conducted by Phedangba. The important 

rituals are Sappok chomen (ritual before birth) for the good health of baby, Yangdang 

Phongma (naming of child) Mangenna (warding off evil influence).Marriage is one of 

the important components in the culture dynamics. In the past, marriages were 

arranged by the families. Neither the bride nor the groom had much to say about the 

marriage payments or ceremonies. Modern times have changed this, today; both 

parties have an opportunity to make decisions about the wedding. There are three 

types of marriages: Jari, Mangni (arrangement), and Chori (elopement). In the case of 

Jari (adultery) compensation must be paid to the previous husband. Funeral rituals 

differ in its ritual as per the way the particular person has died. According to Limbu 

tradition, dead bodies are buried. The pollution period of mourning death for male is 

four days and three days for females. A resting platform Chauthara is built and trees 

are planted within it along the road in the name of dead person. 

The basic dress of the Limbus in the study area is no more traditional but their outfit 

is modern and fashionable. They normally wear their traditional attire during the 

religious and cultural ceremonies. Yalang and Kelang are cultural dance of Limbus. 

The major festivals celebrated by the Limbus are Balihang Tongnam and Chaitey 

dashain, Ubhauli and Udhauli along with Hindu festivals like Dusshera, Diwali and 

Magey sakranti. The material culture of Limbus is similar to that of Rai community in 

the study areas. As they live under the similar ecological condition and belong to 

same Kirati stock of the Darjeeling Himalayas. Lastly, with the changing, of time, 

Limbu society is also transforming in its every aspect of rites and rituals. Hindu 

domination in one hand and modernization on the other side has played the central 

role for their social, economical, educational, cultural changes.  
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